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Trouseau ended for a time a long line of Paris teachers, whose
audience had been world-wide. The revival of medicine in Great
Britain was directly due to the French. Bright and Addison, Graves
and Stokes, Forbes and Marshall Hall, Latham and Bennett were
profoundly affected by the new movement. In the United States
Anglican influence did not wane until after 1820. Translations of
the works of Bichat appeared as early as 1802, and there were
reprints in subsequent years, but it was not until 1823 that the first
translation (a reprint of Forbes' edition) of Lænnec was issued.
Broussais' works became very popular in translations after 1830, and
in the journals from this time on the change of allegiance became
very evident. But men rather than books diverted the trend of
professional thought. After 1825 American students no longer
went to Edinburgh and London, but to Paris, and we can say that
bet ween J 830 and 186o every teacher and writer of note passed
under the Gallic yoke. The translations of Louis' works and the
extraordinary success of his American pupils, a band of the ablest
young men the country had ever seen, added force to the movernent.
And yet this was a period in which American medical literature was
made up largely of printed English books, and the systems, encyclo-
pædias and libraries, chiefly reprints, testify ta the zeal of the pub-
lishers. Stokes, Graves, Watson, Todd, Bennett and Williams
furnished Anglican pap to the sucklings, as well as strong meat to
the full grown. In spite of the powerful French influence, the text
books of the schools were almost exclusively English.

In Canada, the period from 1820 to 186o saw the establishment
of the English universities and medical schools. In Montreal the
agencies at work were wholly Scotch. The McGill Medical School
was organized by Scotchmen, and from its inception has followed
closely Edinburgh methods. The Paris influence, less personal,
was exerted chiefly through English and Scotch channels. The
Upper Canada schools were organized by men with English affilia-
tions, and the traditions of Guy's, St. Bartholomew's, St. Thomas', St.
George's, and of the London Hospital, rather than those of Edin-
burgh, have prevailed in Toronto and Kingston.

The local French influence on British medicine in Canada has
been very slight. In the early decades of the century, when the
cities were smaller, and the intercourse between the French and
English somewhat closer, the reciprocal action was more marked.
At that period English methods became somewhat the vogue among
the French ; several very prominent French Canadians were Edin-
burgh. graduates. Attempts were made in the medical journals to


